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INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to study some relationships between two 
conjectures in the homology of local rings. Let R be a local ring with maximal 
ideal z and residue field k = R/m. The PoincarC series of R is the formal 
power series Z B,ti where Bi = diml, ToQ(k, k). 
CONJECTURE I. The Poincare’ series of a local ring is a rational function. 
This has been conjectured by both Kaplansky and Serre [l l] and has been 
proved for several classes of local rings. 
CONJECTURE II. The algebra Ext,(k, k) with the Yoneda product is finitely 
generated. 
This is a conjecture of the author [6]. Analogous results have been proved 
by Evens [2] for finite groups and conjectured by Venkov for nilpotent 
algebras. 
We show that Conjecture II is true in several classes of local rings for 
which Conjecture I has been proved. In the process, another class of rings is 
added to the list for which Conjecture I is true. 
Tora(k, k) has the structure of a commutative Hopf algebra whose dual 
Hopf algebra is isomorphic to Ext,(k, k) with the Yoneda product [7]. Our 
approach in each case will be to show that the primitive elements of TorR(k, k) 
form a finite dimensional vector space over k, so that dually, Ext,(k, k) is 
finitely generated. 
For the convenience of the reader, a description of the Hopf algebra 
structure on TorR(k, k) is given in Section 1. Also included is a proof of the 
above mentioned duality. Then Conjecture II is verified for local complete 
intersections in Section 2 and for a class of local rings first studied by Golod 
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in [4] in Section 3. Finally in Section 4, both Conjectures I and II are proved 
for a class of local rings which includes the Gorenstein rings studied by 
Wiebe in [15]. 
1. THE HOPF ALGEBRA To~R(lz, k) 
Let R be a local ring, m its maximal ideal, and k the residue field R/g. 
The multiplication on TorR(k, k) is the standard external product [X, p. 2211 
and is defined as fol1ows.l Let X be a free resolution of k. Then X @ X is a 
free complex over k, so by the comparison theorem [8, p. 871, there is a chain 
transformation 4: X @ X+ X lifting the identity on k and any two such 
transformations are homotopic. Then 
~Ol:XOkOXOk~XOXOk~XOk 
induces 
(#@l),:H(X@k@X@k)+H(X@k) 
If u, ~1 are cycles in X @j k, then u @ v is a cycle in X @ k @ X @ k. This 
defines 
cx:H(X@k)@H(X@k)+H(X@k@X@k). 
Since Tor”(k, k) = H(X @ k), the product in TorR(k, k) is now defined 
to be (4 @ l),oi. By the comparison theorem, the product is independent of 
the choice of X and t#. 
Following [14], we use the term R-algebra to mean a differential, skew- 
commutative, graded algebra over R in which every element of even degree has 
a sequence of divided powers. Tate shows, 114, p. 161, that k has a free reso- 
lution which is an R-algebra. In fact k even has an R-algebra resolution 
which is minimal [5]. Thus TorR(k, k) inherits the properties of this algebra; 
i.e., TorR(k, k) is a skew commutative graded algebra over k whose unit is the 
unit of k. Also, every element of even degree has a sequence of divided powers, 
Now using any free resolution X of k, the augmentation E: X -+ k induces 
the isomorphism 
(1 @ E)* : H(X @ X) + H(X @ k) = Tor”(k, k). 
The twisting morphism T: X @ X-+ X @ X then induces 
at&);1 
C: Tors(k, k) - H(X@X) 2-* *N(X@X) 
h@d* h TorR(k, k) 
1 AlI tensor products are over R. 
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Anticipating its role in the Hopf algebra, C is called the conjugation on 
To+(k, k). (To see what C means explicitly, let X be a minimal resolution 
of k. Since dX, C gzX,-, , d @ 1: X, @ k + X+, @ R is zero so 
Tor”(K, k) = X @ k. 
Now if x is an element of X, , denote its image in X, @ k by R Then x @ 1 
“begins” a cycle in X @ X. At the “end” of this cycle is an element 1 @y 
withy in X, . The image ofy in X, @ k is C(g).) 
Clearly, Ca = identity on TorR(k, K). 
The comultiplication on Tor”(k, K) was first introduced by Assmus [l] 
and may be described as follows 
First we note that since k is a field, the Kiinneth formula [8, p. 1661 yields 
that 
~:H(X@k)@H(X@k)+H(X@k@X@k) 
is an isomorphism. Then define 
(1 od;l 
h: TorR(k, k) = H(X @ k) - H(X @ X) 
-+H(X@k@X@k) AH(X@k)@H(X@k) 
= TorR(k, k) @ To@(k, k). 
(For the sake of explicit calculation, we note that if X is a minimal resolution 
of k and 
e31+~d3y~+loY 
is a cycle in X @ X, then 
h(~)=~01+C3Ti~~i+10~.) 
The comultiplication is then 
A = (1 @ C)h. 
We now have to show that TorR(k, k) together with 4 and d is a Hopf algebra. 
LEMMA 1.1 The comultiplication C$ is a morphism of algebras. 
Proof. Let X be a minimal algebra resolution of k and let x in X, , y in X, 
represent x and 7 in X, @ k and -ri, @ k respectively. Then there exist 
cycles zr = x @ 1 + --.+10x’, z,=y@l+-**+l@y’inX@X 
with x’ in X, , y’ in X, . Since the differential on X is a derivation, x1.z2 is a 
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cycle in X @ X. This shows both that C(ZJ) = C(Z) C( 7) and that h(~j) = 
{z(i) k( 3). Then 
A(xy) = (1 @ C) h(%!~) = (1 @ C)@(Z) h(F)) 
= (1 @C)h(x)*(l @C)k(ji) =&)A($ 
Next, we show that the comultiplication A is associative. This is achieved 
by studying the dual algebra. 
For simplicity, we use the notation A = TorR(k, k). The dual space 
&* = Hom,(Tor,R(k, k), k) = Hom,(X, @ k, k) = Hom,(X, , k) = 
Ext,“(k, k). The comultiplication then induces 
A, : Ext,(k, k) @ Ext,(k, k) -+ Ext,(k, k). 
We prove that A is associative by showing that A, is associative. 
We will need Poneda’s characterization of Ext,(k, k) as congruence classes 
of long exact sequences beginning and ending with k. For details see [S, 
Chapter III]. 
Consider all exact sequences of R-modules 
Such a sequence is called an ?z-fold extension of k by k. Two n-fold extensions 
E and E’ are called congruerzt if there e-xists a finite set of n-fold extensions 
E 1 ,..., E, and chain transformations fi ,..., frpl with 
fi f2 fr-1 E = El - E, t-- E, ... a E,. = E’ 
where each fi is the identity map on both k and k and the fi go in alternate 
directions. Ext,“(k, k) is then identified with the set of congruence classes of 
n-fold extensions of k by k in the following manner. 
Let X be any free resolution of k. Then Extt,“(k, k) = P(Hom(X, k)). 
Setting L, = Ker(X, - X&, an element in ExtRlz(k, k) may be represented 
by an R-linear map f : X, -+ k which vanishes on L, , and thus defines a 
map L,,+, - k, also called f. We then get the following commutative diagram. 
where G = (k @ X,-,)/N, N being the submodule of k @ X,-, generated 
by all elements (-f(a), a) for a in L,-, . The mapping g: X,_, + G is 
defined by g(b) = (0, b) + N; k is included in G by sending c in k into 
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(c, 0) + N, and G maps into .&_a by sending (c, b) + N into db. (d is the 
differential on X.) It can be shown that this makes the bottom sequence exact 
and thus this sequence is an n-fold extension of k by k. The class off in 
Ext,“(k, k) then corresponds to the congruence class of the bottom sequence. 
An n-fold extension E of k by k and an m-fold extension E’ of k by k may be 
composed to give an (n + fn)-fold extension EE’ of k by k by splicing E’ onto 
the right end of E and suppressing the k in the middle. The congruence class 
of the composite depends only on the congruence classes of E and E’. This is 
called the Yonedu composite and defines an associative product on Ext-,(k, k). 
We will show that A, is the Yoneda opposite. 
If E: 0 + A + B + C + 0 is a short exact sequence of R-modules and G 
is any R-module, E defines a map 8: Tor,i,R(G, C) + Torz-,(G, A) given by 
E(x) = (- 1)” 8,(x) 
for x in TornaR(G, C). Here aE is the connecting homomorphism associated 
with the sequence E. It is easy to see that &’ depends only on the congruence 
class of E. 
Now, an n-fold extension 
4-l E:O+K+B,-,F...~B, 4 -+B,-+k 
is the Yoneda composite of n short exact sequences 
E, : O+k--tB,-,+C,-,+O 
E,-, : 0 -+ C,-, --f B+, + C,-, -+ 0 
E,:O+C,+B,+C,-+O 
E,:O+C,+B,+k~O 
where C, is the image of d,: , i = I,..., n - 1. So E defines 
B = &Bn-1 -0. &i: TorVLR(k, k) -+ Tor&Jk, k). 
Again & depends only on the congruence class of E and EE’ = B&l’. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let f in Ext,“(k, k) correspond to an n-fold extension E. 
Then& = (1 @f)h. 
Proof. Let X be a minimal resolution of k, and identify f with the map it 
induces L,-, + k. Then we have a commutative diagram 
E':o+L,-,.+ x+, + x,-, - ... - x, - R ---f k-0 
fi gi 4 4 l-1 4 
E:O-+k __f A ---+ x,-, - . ..+X.+R+k+O 
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with both rows exact, and the bottom row represents the congruence class 
associated with f. 
Now, let x in X,, represent x in Xn, @ k = TormR(k, k), and choose a 
cycle 
in X @ X with z,-~,~ in XVizei GJ Xi and y in X, . Since z is a cycle in 
x @ x, 
dx @ 1 + (-I)“‘-I(1 @ d) x,-1.1 = 0 
(d @ 1) ~m-~,~ + (--I)‘=“(1 0 d) 3c,-a!e = 0 
(d 0 1) xl.m-I + (--1)0(1 @ dJJ> = 0 
Decompose E and iZ’ into short exact sequences E = E,E,-, ..m E1 , E’ = 
En’En-1 ... E1 . It is now evident that &(z) = class of (1 @d) x,-~,~ in 
II,,-,(X @ m) = Tor&,(k, m). Similarly, IZ, : Tor,R,-r(k, m) -+ To&(k, L,) 
sends the class of (1 @I d)(x,-l,l) into the class of (1 @ d) .~,+~,a . Finally, 
we get that E’(%) = class of (1 @ d)(x,-,,,J in Tori-,(k, I+-,). Then the 
commutativity of the diagram shows that 8 = f,.' = (1 @ f)h. 
COROLLARY 1.3. For f in ExttRqz(k, k) and x in TornR(k, k), rIf E is tke 
Qold extension corresponding to f, then E(x) = fC’(x). 
The following theorem was originally proved in [7]. 
THEOREM 1.4. Let R be a local ring with residue class$eld k. Then the dual 
of the comzcltiplication on TorR(k, k) is the opposite of the Yoneda product on 
Ext,(k, k). 
Proof. Let f be in ExtRn(k, k) and g in Ext,‘“(k, k). We have to show that 
if f corresponds to E and g to E’, then EE’ corresponds to (f @J g) T4, or 
i.e., that BrC = (f @g) TA on Tort+,(k, k). 
But BE’ C = E(1 @g) hC = &(l @g) Th 
= (fC @ g) Th = (f @J g)(C (3 1) Th 
= (f @g)T(l @ C)h = (f @g) TA. 
We have now proved 
THEOREM 1.5. The algebra To@(k, k) with 4 and A is a commutative Hopf 
algebra. 
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We return now to a consideration of the mappings & associated with an 
exact sequence E. For convenience, we use the notationf = (1 Of) A for 
f~ A*. By Lemma I.2,fQ = a where E is any extension of k by k associated 
to f. 
LEMMA 1.6. If f is a primitive element in A la*r therzf is a derivation on A in 
tlze following seme: fey x E Ai , y E Aj 
f@Y) = (-l)‘“jJwY + Nf(Y). 
Proof. By [9, p. 2261, 
P(A”) = Q(A)” = (I(A)/qA)~)*, 
where I(A) = &O Ai . H ence a primitive element of A* must vanish on 
I(A)“. so 
f(v) = (1 Of > 4~) 
= (1 Of) 44 4~) 
= (1 Of)@ 0 1) A(Y) + 4%~ 0 1)) 
= ~((1 Of) A(Y)) + (--lYYU @f) 4%~ 
= g(y) + (-l)“‘f(x)y 
LEMMA 1.7. The comult~lication on TorR(k, k) preserves divided powers, 
i.e., for .t E TorDR(k, k), p even, 
A@(i)) = (A(x))(i) 
Proof. Let X be a minimal R-algebra resolution of k. Then X has a 
system of divided powers which is compatible with the differential on X 
(i.e., d#) = (dx) x (i--l)) and by [6, p. 641 X @ X has a unique system of 
.divided powers which agrees with the above system on X. Let x E X, , with 
p even and suppose 
I9 = “V @ 1 -t . . . + 1 @ y 
is a cycle in X @ X. Then 
is also a cycle in X @ X showing that 
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and 
It follows that 
In Sections 2, 3, and 4, we will prove that 8” = Ext,(k, k) is a finitely 
generated algebra. To do so, we must show that the indecomposable ele- 
ments Q(4 *) form a finite dimensional vector space over k. However, since, 
(P(A))* = Q(A”), 
it is sufficient to show that the primitive elements of TorR(k, k) form a finite 
dimensional vector space over k. 
2. COMPLETE INTERSECTIONS 
Lena 2.1. Let x be a nonxero divisor in gi2 and let R’ = R/(r). Thelz 
dim P(A’) = dim P(4) or dim P(B) + 1 
(A = TorR(k, k), A’ = TorR’(k, k).) 
Proofe According to [14, p. 211, 
A’ = A(S) 
where S is a variable of degree 2 and A(S) denotes the divided polynomial 
algebra in S over ,4. 
Xf zl E A’, then 
where ui E A, i = O,... , p. Suppose &‘(A’). By Lemma 1.8, 
(This follows from the Leibniz formula for divided powers [6, p. 51]). Let 
S* E 8,” such that S*(S) = 1 and S*(v) = 0 for v E A,. Then using the 
notation of Lemma 1.7, 
_s*(p’) = &SW-I’ 
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&j*(u) = i ups-l). 
i=l 
Hence if US@‘), and r > 2 then S*(U) = 0 so u = u,, E A. On the other 
hand, if Y = 2, then 
If pi + 0, then for any zi E p&A’) 
and thus 
li = uo’ + u,‘S 
u’ - u,‘u;h E P(A) 
P&4’) = P,(A) + ku. 
The conclusion follows. 
THEOREM 2.2. If R is a local complete intersection, then ExtR(k, k) is 
$nitely generated. 
Proof. By definition, R = a/I where a is a regular local ring and I is an 
ideal contained in e2, and generated by a regular J?-sequence. The theorem 
then follows by repeated application of Lemma 2. I and the fact that Tor”(k, k) 
is a finite dimensional vector space. In fact, since Top(k, k) is just the exterior 
algebra on To$,(k, k), it follows that ExtR(k, k) is generated by elements of 
degree 1 and 2. 
3. GOLOD RINGS 
Let K denote the Koszul complex of R. A local ring is a Golod ring if H(K) 
has trivial multiplication and all higher Massey operations on H(K) vanish. 
Golod [4] has shown that for such rings the PoincarC series is a rational 
function. 
THEOREM 3.1. If R is a Golod ring, then Ext,(k, k) is jinitely generated. 
Proof. Golod constructs a minimal resolution X of k with the following 
property. Any element of X, is a sum of elements of K, and elements of the 
form ?rx where 
dx E Z,-,(K), 7~ E X,, 
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and 
where 
d(m) = (d7r)x + y(n-, x) 
Y(T, 4 E K,-, - 
[z-x is Golod’s notation. This product does not induce the product 
in To@(K, k) since d is not a derivation.] 
By abuse of notation, we let the symbols used for elements of X also stand 
for their images in X @ &. 
Suppose 
is a cycle in X @ X. (q and ,k$ have positive degree.) Then 
=y(r,x)@l +-fy(ai,x)@fli+dx@o 
and is therefore a cycle in K OR X. As we observe below (Theorem 4.2), 
H(K OR X) E K OR K, so any cycle in K OR X of total degree greater 
than n (the imbedding dimension of R) is a boundary in K @JR X. 
Suppose now that TX has degree p > n and rr has positive degree p - q. 
Then there exists a 19 E K OR X such that 
is a cycle in X @ X. Thus the component of d(r.~) in A, @ A,-, is congruent 
mod K, @ ADpg to x @ C(W) = x @ n. 
So if p > n + 1, n must have positive degree and no nonzero sum of 
elements of the form Crrtiq in A, can be primitive. Hence Ext,(k, Iz) is gener- 
ated by elements of degree < fz + 1. 
Scheja [lo] has proved that if R has imbedding dimension < 2, the PoincarC 
series is a rational function. Shamash [12, p. 4681 obtained the same result in 
the case where R is a homomorphic image of a regular local ring by an ideal 
generated by two elements. 
In both cases R is either a local complete intersection or a Golod ring, so 
Ext,(k, R) is finitely generated. 
4. GORENSTEIN RINGS 
Let n = dim,&?, the imbedding dimension of R. Wiebe [lS] has shown 
that if R is a local Gorenstein ring of dimension zero and n = 3, then the 
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PoincarC series is a rational function. We will show that for such rings 
Ext,(K, k) is finitely generated. 
Since completion is an exact functor, we may assume that R is a complete 
local ring, so that by Cohen’s theorem, R is the homomorphic image of a 
regular local ring I? of dimension n. Associated with the homomorphism 
w -+ R is the spectral sequence 
TorpR(k, TorQR(k, R)) =g To@@, K) 
and we may rewrite the E2 term as 
Ef,,, zs TorDR(k k) @R f&(K). 
THEOREM 4.1. For r > 1, Er has the structure of an H(K)-module for which 
the dzseerentials dT are H(K)-linear. 
Proof. Let X be a free resolution of k over R. The spectral sequence is 
that of the double complex X OR K with total differential d = d’ + d”, 
via the filtration [3] 
F,(X OR K) = c Xi @R K. 
i<P 
The complex X OR K has a natural Z(K)-module structure given by 
(x @ y)x = x @ yz and both d’ and d” are Z(K)-linear. 
An element of Zi,, has the form 
such that 
and 
d”xp-i,p+i + d’+i+l,q+i--l = 0 
for i = I,..., Y - 1. Since these relations are preserved under multiplication 
by Z(K), 2’ is a Z(K)-module. Now if b E B,(K) and z E ZG,, , we need only 
show that xb E BT,,,,, . 
Let y E KS+, with dy = 6. Then 
d(zy) = (dz)y + (- l)P+h(dy). 
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Since 
dz EF,-,(X @R K); (dz)y EF,-,(X @R K) c z;:;,, c B’;,, 
whence 
THEOREM 4.2. (i) Er,, z K, @ k if 4 = 0, 
Ez 0 if Q f 0. 
(ii) If n = 3, then Ei,4 = E&and 
E&g = 0 for q f 0,3. 
Boof. Let X be a minimal algebra resolution of k. Using the filtration 
‘IFp(X OR K) = 1 x @R Kj 
5gu 
we get a degenerate spectral sequence with 
k0,Kr’E2=‘E3=...=‘E”=N(XORK). 
Hence H(X OR K) g K OR k an d in order to prove assertion (i), it is enough 
to show that K, OR k C Ez,o . 
Since K is a direct summand of any minimal resolution [ 11, IV-481, we get a 
monomorphism 
K, OR k -+ X, OR k E TorsRjk, k) z Ez,o 
We must show that as a subspace of Ez,o , K, OR k survives to ET,o . 
The isomorphism 
E;., a X, @ k 
is induced by the restriction of 
l@cX@K+X@k 
to z;‘, . So we have to show that 
K,@,kC(l @e)Z,(X@K). 
Define: T: KI -+ Z,(X @ K) 
by 
T)(t) = t @ 1 - 1 @ t. 
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Then 
and (1 @ C) A*q(K,) = K, OR k. 
This proves (i). Assertion (ii) then follows from the fact that H(E) = ET+’ 
and E&, = 0 for q > 3. 
THEOREM 4.3. If n = 3 and H,(K)2 = 0, then 
E;,, = 0 for all p. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on p. Since Ei,, = 0, it is sufficient to 
show that di,, : Ez-, + Eg-,,, is zero. The cases p = 0, 1, 2 are trivial. 
Assume then that p > 3 and that X is a minimal resolution of K. 
By induction, Ez-,s, = 0, so the sequence 
E:-,s, - E;-ss, + E;-,,, 
is exact. Using the H(K)-module structure introduced in Theorem 4.1, 
E;-,,, = C&o) H,(K) 
and since d2 is H(K)-linear, 
Im d& = (Im di-& H,(K) C E~-,,,(Hl(K))2 = 0 
so &I,, is surjective. Hence the image of dip,,, in EE-,,, is 
C%,o) H,(K) f&(K). 
Now any element of Ei,O may be represented by an element of .Zz,, of 
the form 
%,o + x9-1,1 
where d’x9,0 + d”x,-,,l = 0. Since Ez,, = (Ei,,) H,(K), any element of 
Ez,, may be represented by a sum of elements of Zz,r of the form 
0 = c”c,,o + %J-I,& 
with x E Z,(K) and 2~‘~,~ + +r,r E Zz,, . Since 
d0 = (d’x,-,,,) x E X9-, @ Z,(K)z C X,-, 0 B,(K) (H,(K)2 = 0), 
there exists xDP2,s E XDe2 @ KS such that 
9 = (X&O + q?-‘,I>~ + q-23 E g.1 ; 
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i.e., in addition to 
(i) d’x,,, + d”xg-l,l = 0 
we have 
(ii) (d’x,-,& + d”xp--8,3 = 0 
Furthermore, since dt,, = 0, every element of E!j,, can be represented by 
a sum of elements of ZE,I of the form 4. Let 01 be the class of + in Et,r. 
Let {xi), (JQ, {wi} be bases for X,-r , X,-s, X*-s respectively. We can 
express 
x11-1,1 = C Xi @ hi ; hi E Kl 
x,-2,3 = CYi 0 Pj ; t+ EK3 
Let 
dxi = c aiiyi ; dyi = C bijwj 
1 j 
where aij , bif E ~2. Then by (ii) 
; (yj @ a,& + (-l)@ cuj @ dpj = 0 
j 
for each j, and since the ~7~ are a basis for X,-, , 
dtLi = (-l)“-1 (7 czijhij z. 
Now the image of a in E& is represented by 
d’x,-2.3 = C dYj 0 t+ = 5 bjtz’t 0 I+ 
= ieWt O bjtyj . ’ 
Let Bje E Kl with dBje = b,, . Since K4 = 0, 
0 = d(B,pJ = bft,uLi - Bjedpj 
so 
d’xp--2,3 = c (- l)“-l ZD~ @ aijB&z. 
i,j,e 
From d’d’xg-l,l = 0, we get that for each 8’ Cisi aijAiBjE E Z,(K). Thus the 
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class of d’x,-,,, in E&3,3 is in (Ei-s,J H,(K) H,(K) = Im d$,,, , so 01 goes 
to zero in Ei--3,3 . 
LEMMA 4.4. Let X be a minimal algebra resolution of k oz’er R and define 
Li = Ker(X, -+ X,-r) 
Then 
(i) -G(K) n laLl = E&(K) 
(ii) Z,(K) n ?22L2 = Z,(K)2 + m&(K) 
(iii) Z,(K) n gL3 = Z,(K) Z,(K) + g&(K) 
Proof. (i) is a consequence of the fact that FL, C $X1 and 
m”X, f3 B,(K) = _mB,(K) 
[ll, IV-501. 
To see (ii) and (iii) we construct complexes F and Y with 
KCFCYCX 
as follows. 
Let z, ,..., x, be cycles in Kl representing a basis for H,(K). Let 
F = i KS, C K(& ,..., SJ; dS, = xi , 
i=l 
i.e., F is just the linear span of the S, (over K) in the R-algebra obtained by 
adjoining the Si to kill the xz . As a K-module, H(F) is a vector space over k so 
ET) C W) 
Also it is easily seen that 
&(F) C @F, . 
Next, let sr ,..., st be cycles in F2 representing a basis for H,(F). We can assume 
that the si E K, since any cycle of the form x = C u,& + u0 with ui E R, 
us E K2 , must have coefficients in m. So there are hi E Kl with dAi = ui . 
Thus 
Now let 
x - c d(X&) E K, . 
Y = F + i KU, CF(lJ, ,..., U&; dUi = si 
i=l 
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Again &(Y) C B(Y). Now since 
Y,+F2+Kl-+R 
is acyclic and minimal and since any two minimal resolutions are isomorphic 
as complexes, we have 
FL, = m&(F) C B,(F). 
Further, 
B,(F) n Kz C Z,(K)2 + B,(K) 
d ( C uisi + v) = i [(~uJ Si - ui(dSi)] + dv E Kg i=l 
if and only if each dui = 0 so that each ui E Z,(K).) Hence 
~1;~ n K2 C Z,(K)z + EzB,(K). 
Similarly, 
but %(Y) n Ks C Z,(K) -G(K) + J%(K) 
so 
mL3 n KS C Z,(K) Z,(K) + gz&(K). 
THEOREM 4.5. Let R be a local &zg of imbedding dimension n < 3 and 
suppose tkat H,(K)2 = 0 z&eve K is the Koszul complex of R. Then ExtR(k, k) 
with the Yoneda product is aJin&ely generated algebra. 
Proof. We will show that all the primitive elements of TorR(k, k) are in 
degrees 1 through 4. Let X be a minimal algebra resolution of k and suppose 
that x E X, , p > 4 and E E X, @ Rk is primitive. 
It is then easy to see that for any cycle 
11-l 
Gw+~x,-i,i+my 
i=l 
with xP--i,i E X,.+ OR Xi, we will have x~,-~,; E: FIX,-, 8s Xi, i = l,...,p - 1. 
Thus 
(d @ 1) xpMifl = (-l)“-i( 1 @ d) s,-~,~ E X,mi @ pL,, 
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for i = 2,...,p - 1. This is still true for elements 
given only the condition that &E XSpS-r 8s X,,, since for any such 0, 
there exists a $ E ~~=,+r XSmi 8s Xi such that 0 + # is a cycle in X OR X. 
Now, since dx E 3X,-, , there is an x9-.1,1 E XD-, OR Kl such that 
dx @ 1 + (- l)“-r(1 @ d) xp-r,r = 0. Then 
(d 0 1) x~-~,~ E X,-s 0 (_mL, n Kr) = X9-s 0 m&(K) 
by (i) of Lemma 4.4. Hence there is an q,-a,s E X,-a @ Kz such that 
(d @ 1) xS-r,r + (-l)‘~-~(l 0 d) x~,-~,~ = 0. 
It follows that 
(da 1)x,-,,, E&-S @(EL, n K2) = x9-3 0 (zig + mB2(K)) 
(by (ii) of Lemma 4.4). 
C XD-, @ z&(K) since H,(K)2 = 0. 
Again, there is an x9-s,s E X,-s @ KS 
such that 
so that 
(d @ 1) x,-~,~ + (- l)@( 1 @ d) x9-3,3 = 0 
“(d 0 1) x+3,3 E X,-a O(& n KJ = X,-, 0 (Z,(K) Z,(K) + mW-9) 
by (iii) of Lemma 4.4. 
Thus 
L-c 0 1 + xp-1,l + %-2,2 + xv-3,3 ~Z~.o 
Let 7 be its class in Ez,, . By Theorem 4.5, 
%,3 = E;--4,3 = ((%,o) fWW@--4.0) f&(K) fG(KN 
Hence by * the image of 7 in Ez,,, is zero. Thus 7 E Ez,, = 0 since P > 4. 
It follows that f = 0. 
THEOREM 4.6. If n = 3 and H,(K)” = 0, then the Poincart series of R is 
a rational function. (This tlaeorem ay also be derivedfiom results in [ 131.) 
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Proof. Since Ei*, = 0 and d: 1 = 0 for all p, we get the short exact 
sequences 
and 
0 -+ ET,,, -+ E;,, + Et-,,, - 0, 
O-tE:,,+E;,+E;-,,,-tO 
O+E;,,-E;,,+E;-4,3+0 
Again since Ei,, = 0, Ei-,,, = Eg-,,, and from 
E;-,,, , + E;+ 3 + E;-,,, + 0 
we get 
Then, dim ES-,,, may be computed from the sequence 
0 ---f E;-,,, -+ E;-,,, + E;-,,, - E;-,,, - 0. 
All together, this yields the formula 
B, = c,B,-, + czB,-3 - (ca - E3) Ba--5 + c3B,-, + (-j ), 
where 
and 
ci = dim H,(K), i = 1,2, 3 
c3 = dim fW3IWW) fWN. 
Hence the PoincarC series is 
(1 + q3 
1 - c,t” - C&3 - c,t* + (CQ - Es) t5 
COROLLARY. (?Viebe’s Theorem) If Ris a local Gorenstein ring of dimension 0 
which is not a complete intersection and n = 3, then the Poincare’ series of R is 
r(t) = (1 + q3 
1 - cp - c,ta + t5 
Proof. Wiebe [14] demonstrates the following relationships for such rings 
H,(Iq2 = 0, E3 = 0, c, = c2 s 
The result follows. 
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